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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 25/100
Item ID: P045-51-T
EAN: 5060520954325
Size: 200 x 300 x 14 mm
Weight: 270 g

Recommended price

699 SEK

The Origami 5-in-1 folding style is the feature you won't want to live without.  It offers:

2 positions for typing and viewing (same as Apple's Smart cover);
2 additional folding positions that create a stable wide base (perfect for watching Netflix in bed
or on soft/unstable surfaces);
1 further portrait position (perfect for FaceTime and video calls). 

If you're the sort of person who wants a slim iPad case but doesn't want to compromise on protection or
functionality, the Origami No1 TPU Case is for you.

The Original Origami, our most popular iPad Case, is as good as it gets when it comes to enhancing
your iPad experience, due to its versatile 5-in-1 folding design and Apple Pencil 2 compatibility, which
allows you to sync & charge your Apple Pencil through the case. 

It also packs a punch when it comes to keeping your kit safe with its shock-absorbent TPU shell,
internal air pockets and magnetic front cover.  

In addition to the awesome protection it offers your device, our iPad Pro 11 Case is also made using
our new range of custom materials that are 100% Certified Antibacterial to help protect you. They have
been created by infusing an antimicrobial agent into the materials at the source so that they'll never
wipe off or lose potency and remain independently certified to kill 99.9% of bacteria for the life of the
case.  It also has a wipe-clean finish and auto sleep-wake functionality to extend your battery life, giving
you up to 20% longer use between charges.

Designed for: iPad Pro 11-inch 3rd Generation (2021)
Compatible with: iPad Pro 11-inch 1st (2018) & 2nd Generation (2020) and 3rd Generation (2021).
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